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We calculate the symmetry currents for the type IIB superstring on a maximally super-
symmetric plane wave background using the N=(2,2) superconformally covariant U(4)
formulation developed by Berkovits, Maldacena and Maoz. An explicit realization of the
U(4) generators together with 16 fermionic generators is obtained in terms of the N=(2,2)
worldsheet fields. Because the action is no longer quadratic, we use a light-cone version to
display the currents in terms of the covariant worldsheet variables.
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1. Introduction
In light of Maldacena’s conjecture [1-2], being able to calculate string correlation func-
tions for strings on curved backgrounds has become very important. Recently, an exactly
solvable, maximally supersymmetric plane wave background of the type IIB superstring
was found [3]. Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase [4] have shown the correspondence
between strings on this background and SSYM gauge theories. In the light-cone gauge,
Metsaev et. al. [5-6] have constructed a worldsheet action for the Type IIB superstring
on this plane wave background. They have also provided a realization of the isometries
of the background in terms of their worldsheet fields. Although this formulation is very
useful in calculating the string spectrum, it is not manifestly superconformally invariant
thus making it cumbersome for calculating scattering amplitudes. So far cubic amplitudes
for the type IIB superstring on this background have been calculated using the light-cone
string field theory formulation[7-14].
Another approach to studying the plane wave background has been to use the U(4)
formulation developed by Berkovits [15-17]. In the context of the plane wave background,
this formalism has been used by Berkovits and Maldacena [18] to determine consistency
conditions for maximally and non-maximally supersymmetric backgrounds [19]. They
also use it show the exact superconformal invariance of the worldsheet actions on these
backgrounds. Similar calculations have been presented for non-constant Ramond-Ramond
backgrounds in [20].
The goal of this paper is to obtain an explicit realization of the generators of a U(4)
group of background isometries for the plane wave background using the worldsheet fields
in the N=(2,2) superconformally covariant U(4) formulation. In section 2 we begin by
reviewing the action for the Type IIB string on a maximally supersymmetric plane wave
background and deriving the equations of motion for worldsheet fields. We then solve
the equations in the light-cone gauge in section 3, to obtain an oscillator expansion and
impose canonical commutation conditions on the fields and their momenta. In sections 4
and 5 we construct the U(4) generators in terms of the fields and display their algebra.
We then give a realization of 16 of the 20 manifest fermionic generators in terms of the
worldsheet fermions. Finally we discuss the relation between these generators and those
constructed by Metsaev et. al. [5-6]. Although these calculations have been carried out
in the light-cone gauge, our generators expressed in terms of the U(4) covariant variables
may shed light on how to relax the gauge restrictions on the normal mode expansion and
ultimately quantize the U(4) action.
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2. Worldsheet action
As shown by Berkovits and Maldacena [18], the N=(2,2) superconformally invariant
worldsheet action for the type IIB superstring on the maximally supersymmetric plane
wave background is
Spp =
∫
d2z(∂x+l∂¯x−l + s−l∂¯s+l + s¯−l∂s¯+l + h−lh+l
+p+∂¯θ− + p−∂¯θ+ + p¯+∂θ¯− + p¯−∂θ¯+
+ω+∂¯λ− + ω−∂¯λ+ + ω¯+∂λ¯− + ω¯−∂λ¯+
+2[x−lh+lλ+λ¯+ + x+lh−lλ−λ¯−
+s+ls¯+lλ+λ¯+ + s−ls¯−lλ−λ¯−])
(2.1)
where 1 ≤ l, l¯ ≤ 4. This action leads to the following equations of motion:
∂¯λ± = 0, ∂λ¯± = 0, ∂¯θ± = 0, ∂θ¯± = 0,
∂s±l + 2s¯∓lλ∓λ¯∓ = 0, ∂s¯±l + 2s∓lλ∓λ¯∓ = 0,
∂∂¯x±l + 4x±lλ+λ¯+λ−λ¯− = 0.
(2.2)
Even with the λ, λ¯, θ, θ¯ restricted to their on-shell values, the rest of the equations in
(2.2) are difficult to solve analytically, since they are not linear, therefore, we first go to
the light-cone gauge. The light-cone gauge conditions are
θ± = θ¯± = 0,
and λ± = λ¯± = 1.
(2.3)
which are a particular solution to (2.2) . Imposing these gauge conditions, the action (2.1)
reduces to
Sl.c.pp =
∫
d2z(∂x+l∂¯x−l + h−lh+l + 2x−lh+l + 2x+lh−l
+ s−l∂¯s+l + s¯−l∂s¯+l + 2s+ls¯+l + 2s−ls¯−l).
(2.4)
Note that this action is similar to the standard light-cone gauge action, but includes the
auxilliary fields h±l. This action leads to solvable equations of motions which are
∂∂¯x±l + 4x±l = 0,
∂¯s±l + 2s¯∓l = 0,
∂s¯±l − 2s∓l = 0,
(2.5)
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where the auxilliary fields are set on-shell as h±l = −2x±l. The equations of motion (2.5)
are equivalent to restricting (2.2) to light-cone gauge. In the next section we will write
down the solutions to these equations and thus obtain an normal mode expansion for the
worldsheet fields. Note that the action (2.1) is invariant under constant translations of the
fermionic worldsheet fields θ± and θ¯±. These supersymmetries will be not be manifest in
the light-cone gauge.
3. Quantizing the action
The solutions to (2.5) for x±l(σ, τ) are
x±l(σ, τ) =x±l0 cos(2τ) + p
±l
0 sin(2τ) +
∑
n6=0
e−inσ
ωn
√
π
[
a±ln e
iωnτ + b±le−iωnτ
]
(3.1)
where n ∈ Z and ωn =
√
n2 + 4 .The normalization has been chosen for later convenience.
The oscillator modes are related to each other by the following reality conditions
a−ln = (b
+l
−n)
†, b−ln = (a
+l
−n)
†. (3.2)
The canonical momenta conjugate to x±l(σ, τ) are
P∓l(σ, τ) = −2x∓l0 sin(2τ) + 2p∓l0 cos(2τ) +
∑
n6=0
ie−inσ
ωn
√
π
[
(ωn ∓ n)a∓ln eiωnτ − (ωn ± n)b∓ln e−iωnτ
]
.
(3.3)
Similarly, solving the equations of motion for the worldsheet fermions leads to the following
normal mode expansion
s±l(σ, τ) = s±l0 cos(2τ)− s¯∓l0 sin(2τ) +
∑
n6=0
e−inσ√
π
√
4 + (ωn − n)2
[
s±ln e
iωnτ − i
2
(ωn − n)s¯∓ln e−iωnτ
]
,
s¯±l(σ, τ) = s¯±l0 cos(2τ) + s
∓l
0 sin(2τ) +
∑
n6=0
e−inσ√
π
√
4 + (ωn − n)2
[−i
2
(ωn − n)s∓ln eiωnτ + s¯±ln e−iωnτ
]
.
(3.4)
Equations (3.1) - (3.3) can be inverted to obtain the oscillator modes
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x±l0 =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dσ
[
x±l(σ, τ) cos(2τ)− P
±l(σ, τ)
2
sin(2τ)
]
,
p±l0 =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dσ
[
x±l(σ, τ) sin(2τ) +
P±l(σ, τ)
2
cos(2τ)
]
,
a±ln =
±ie−iωnτ
4
√
π
∫ 2pi
0
dσeinσ
[
(n∓ iωn)x±l(σ, τ)∓ P±l(σ, τ)
]
,
b±ln =
∓ieiωnτ
4
√
π
∫ 2pi
0
dσeinσ
[
(n± iωn)x±l(σ, τ)∓ P±l(σ, τ)
]
,
(3.5)
Similarly, (3.4) is inverted to obtain the fermionic oscillator modes
s±l0 =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dσ
[
s±l cos(2τ) + s¯∓l sin(2τ)
]
,
s¯±l0 =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dσ
[
s¯±l cos(2τ)− s∓l sin(2τ)],
s±ln =
2e−iωnτ√
π
√
4 + (ωn − n)2
∫ 2pi
0
dσeinσ
[
s±l +
i
2
(ωn − n)s¯∓l
]
,
s¯±ln =
2eiωnτ√
π
√
4 + (ωn − n)2
∫ 2pi
0
dσeinσ
[
s¯±l +
i
2
(ωn − n)s∓l
]
.
(3.6)
Imposing canonical commutations on the worldsheet fields leads to the nonvanishing com-
mutation relations for the oscillators:
[x±l0 , p
∓k
o ] = −δlk, [a±ln , b∓km ] = ωnδn+mδlk,
{s±l0 , s∓k0 } = δlk, {s¯±l0 , s¯∓k0 } = δlk,
{s±lm , s¯±kn } = δm+nδlk.
(3.7)
4. U(4) Generators
Having obtained the commutation relations (3.7) , we now give a realization of the U(4)
generators and the 16 fermionic generators that are manifest symmetries of the formulation.
Note that Berkovits and Maldacena [18] have found 20 manifest fermionic symmetries
before going to the light-cone gauge, but as explained above, four of these are not apparent
in the light-cone gauge. We begin by defining
J+l,−k =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dσ : (x+lp−k − x−kp+l + s+ls−k + s¯+ls¯−k) : (4.1)
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where we have used standard rules for normal ordering. Since 1 ≤ l, k ≤ 4,(4.1) describes
sixteen generators. We now take the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of these
generators to obtain a basis in which an SO(4) subgroup of U(4) is apparent. Consider
the following combinations
Llk =
−i
2
(J+l,−k + J−l,+k), L¯lk =
−i
2
(J+l,−k − J−l,+k), (4.2)
where the generators Llk are antisymmetric under [l ↔ k] and L¯lk are symmetric gen-
erators. Using the commutation relations for the oscillators from (3.7), we obtain the
following algebra for L, L¯
[Llk, Lpq] = Llqδkp − Llpδkq − Lpkδlq + Lqkδlp,
[L¯lk, L¯pq] = Llqδkp + Llpδkq + Lkpδlq + Lkqδlp,
[Llk, L¯pq] = L¯lqδkp + L¯kpδlq − L¯lpδkq − L¯kqδlp.
(4.3)
We can see that Llk are the generators of an SO(4) symmetric subgroup of U(4).
It can be shown explicitly that the action in the light-cone gauge is invariant under
transformations produced by these U(4) generators off-shell. As an example of this calcu-
lation, consider the transformation of the bosonic part of the action under the action of
U(4) generators. We start by noting the transformations of x±l under Llk and L¯lk [18] :
x±m → x±m +∆lk[Llk, x±m]
x±m → x±m + ∆¯lk[L¯lk, x±m]
[Llk, x±m] = x±lδkm − x±kδlm
[L¯lk, x±m] = ±[x±lδkm + x±kδlm]
(4.4)
Where ∆, ∆¯ are some constants. The bosonic part of the action (2.4) with the auxilliary
fields h±l put on-shell is
Sl.c.B =
∫
d2z
[
∂x+m∂¯x−m − 4x+mx−m] (4.5)
The variation of the action under the SO(4) symmetric subgroup generators Llk is
∆LS
l.c.
B =
∫
d2z∆lk
[
(∂x+lδkm − ∂x+kδlm)∂¯x−m + ∂x+m(∂¯x−lδkm − ∂¯x−kδlm)
− 4(x+lδkm − x+kδlm)x−m − 4x+m(x−lδkm − x−kδlm)]
= 0.
(4.6)
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Furthermore, the variation of the action under the rest of the U(4) generators L¯lk is
∆L¯S
l.c.
B =
∫
d2z∆¯lk
[
(∂x+lδkm + ∂x+kδlm)∂¯x−m − ∂x+m(∂¯x−lδkm + ∂¯x−kδlm)
− 4(x+lδkm + x+kδlm)x−m + 4x+m(x−lδkm + x−kδlm)]
= 0.
(4.7)
Equations (4.6) - (4.7) show that the bosonic part of the action is manifestly invariant under
the U(4) transformations generated by (4.2) . One can similarly demonstrate that the
fermionic part of the action is also manifestly invariant under these U(4) transformations.
Next, we give a light-cone realization of the sixteen fermionic symmetries whose action on
the covariant worldsheet superfields was given in [18].
5. Fermionic generators
Under the sixteen fermionic generators restricted to light-cone gauge, the world sheet
fields transform as [18]
s±l → s±l + ǫ±l,
s¯±l → s¯±l + ǫ¯±l,
(5.1)
where ǫ±l, ǫ¯±l are constant fermions. The generators for these symmetries can by realized
in terms of the worldsheet fields s±l, s¯±l as follows
q±l =
1
2
√
π
∫ 2pi
0
dσs±l, q¯±l =
1
2
√
π
∫ 2pi
0
dσs¯±l. (5.2)
These generators are symmetries of the equations of motion. The commutation relations
are
{q±l, q¯±k} = 0,
[Llk, q±m] = q±lδkm − q±kδlm, [L¯lk, q±m] = ±[q±lδkm + q±kδlm],
[Llk, q¯±m] = q¯±lδkm − q¯±kδlm, [L¯lk, q¯±m] = ∓[q¯±lδkm + q¯±kδlm].
(5.3)
After computing the generators, we compared them to the isometries used by Metsaev
[5] consisting of 30 even and 32 odd generators. We note that the bosonic generators Lij
of an SO(4) symmetric subroup of U(4) are linear combinations of the two sets of SO(4)
generators displayed by Metsaev [5]. The remaining 10 generators of the U(4) group and
the 16 odd ones are not simply related to the generators of [5].
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